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Time flies very fast. India Home completed eleven years of its existence, furthering its mission to serve
South Asian and Indo-Caribbean seniors with culturally competent services. 

The year 2020 will be remembered globally for the once-in-a-century Coronavirus pandemic which
wrought havoc on the economy and inflicted untold physical, psychological and emotional trauma on
seniors. The economic toll has constrained the financial condition of city governments which compelled
them to pare down grant awards to nonprofit organizations. India Home is no exception and feels a double
pinch as its operating grants have been curtailed and operating expenses surged due to costs of virtual
programming and meals and grocery distributions. In times of crisis, considering that experience and
compassion are indispensable qualities, India Home, nevertheless, bravely took up the challenge and
explored several avenues to continue to serve seniors to provide their basic needs despite the closure of
senior centers.

The greatest challenges are to continue to provide culturally tailored services of meal servings and day-to-
day programming. We’re successful in these areas by delivering culturally-suited nutritious meals to more
than 100 low income seniors in their homes three times a week and conducting virtual classes through
Zoom for physical exercise, entertainment, yoga and meditation, health and wellness, arts and crafts, case
management, creative aging, technology literacy, and social activities. In addition, the biggest advantage of
daily virtual classes throughout the grim pandemic period is keeping seniors socially interactive and
mentally alert thereby avoiding mental degeneration and boredom at home. Since seniors have been
virtually locked down in their homes posing an insurmountable problem of procuring daily groceries, India
Home has also made adequate arrangements of delivering groceries to over 500 seniors in their homes.         

Credit for the successful execution of phenomenal work during the COVID-19 pandemic goes without a
doubt to Dr. Vasundhara Kalasapudi (Executive Director) and the dedicated staff members who have
gladly gone the extra mile to keep seniors happy.

While the coming vaccine provides a glimmer of hope that the current situation will return to normal by
spring or early summer, the spread of the virus this winter could adversely impact the recovery. We hope
donors’ continued support will keep India Home’s activities humming and help us to serve seniors with
culturally competent services under the current dire circumstances.

Thanks,

D E A R  F R I E N D S ,

PRESIDENT'S LETTER

President

M R .  M U K U N D  M E H T A
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Mr. Mukund Mehta "Mukund ji" enjoying our 
virtual Diwali celebration with his wife Padma!



Dr. Vasundhara Kalasapudi, Executive Director
Shaaranya Pillai, Deputy Director
Selvia Sikder, Program Director
Kavita Shah, Creative Aging Director
Dilafroz "Nargis" Ahmed, Desi Senior Center Director
Gourab Nayan, Program Coordinator
Shubhra Datta, Case Manager
Subrina Singh, Development Associate
Geetha Jamballi, Program Associate

S T A F F

India Home is a non-profit organization dedicated
to addressing the needs of the South Asian and
Indo-Caribbean senior immigrant community.
India Home provides social, psychological,
recreational and spiritual services in a culturally
sensitive environment.

M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T

Thank you to everyone, including our board, staff,
volunteers, interns, and partners who have supported us to
make these programs possible!
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Mr. Mukund Mehta, President
Dr. Amit Sood, Treasurer
Mr. Ali Najmi, Secretary
Mrs. Neetu Jain
Mrs. Jaya Bahadkar
Dr. Ankineedu Prasad

B O A R D



The regular activities of India Home senior centers continued until the first week of March 2020, at which
point we had to cease programing due to increasing cases of COVID-19 and health risks of our seniors. 

Our team went through vigorous brainstorming, consulting and planning to provide the needed culturally
competent services to seniors that would prevent food insecurity, social exclusion and ensure proper mental
and physical health through appropriate media. We quickly pivoted and as soon as mid-March, we  started to
provide home-delivered meals and virtual sessions. 

Currently, 500+ seniors are receiving our services on a weekly basis. This is a 200% increase from last year.
While incredibly challenging, this pandemic has given us the opportunity to expand our reach beyond the
confines of physical space. Since the start of the pandemic, 213 new seniors have joined our programs,
bringing our total registered members to 1,630. 

Even though it’s been an unprecedented year, India Home has been able to expand its reach via virtual
mediums for the first time. We have launched a variety of virtual programs including but not limited to
physical exercise such as dance, art, creative writing and ESL. Being that all these programs are virtual, our
seniors have become more competent with technology. Furthermore, seniors have expressed their
gratitude for the socialization we continue to provide despite the distance. 

India Home is proud to service the community in a variety of ways from home delivered meals, groceries and
comprehensive programming. We have also done sizable community outreach this year, including for

COVID-19 awareness and prevention, to ensure that resources are given to hard to reach communities. 

While this has proven to be a year like no other, we have adapted in different ways to serve the
community and we have grown to unprecedented levels.  The following pages will outline and summarize

the main services and programs that we provided this year.

THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
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13,380 MEALS

 Prior to the pandemic, we provided breakfast and lunch to
our seniors in a congregate manner. We provided 1,923
congregate breakfasts and 2,676 congregate lunches to our
seniors before the pandemic. As a result of COVID-19, we
planned and implemented a new service to reach out to our
vulnerable South Asian and Indo-Caribbean seniors. We
partnered with Halal Diner to provide home delivered meals
to the seniors according to their dietary restrictions. At the
beginning of the pandemic, we provided meals five days a
week, and we continue to provide these meals now three days
a week. This home-delivered meal program helps ensure food
security to vulnerable seniors. 

I M P A C T
Since the onset of the pandemic, we provided 13,380 unit meals through December 17, 2020. We
continue to provide meals to 112 seniors, and have provided meals to a total of more than 500
seniors during this time period. Among the 112 seniors, about 10% of the seniors have our meals as
the only nutritious meal in their diet.

MEALS
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500+
SENIORS

10%
d e p e n d  o n  t h i s  m e a l  a s
t h e i r  o n l y  n u t r i t i o u s
m e a l  f o r  t h e  d a y

Snapshot from documentary "Home, Delivered" by Sarita Khurana



Since the beginning of the pandemic, we decided to provide seniors
dry groceries. This was especially important for those who were
unable to go outside to get groceries and were already at high risk
during the pandemic. Through this program, seniors could cook food
for themselves in their home and continue to safely quarantine.
Many of the seniors that we serve have low to no income. Their
financial situation leads them to food insecurity. Many of them are
recently arrived immigrants and are not eligible to receive the
government food assistance program, SNAP (formerly known as food
stamps). As we are well aware, food insecurity and poor nutrition
have harmful impacts on the health and well-being of older adults.
Many seniors in this community are food insecure and lack adequate,
nutritious foods. By providing them these requirements, we helped
them get rid of one of their primary concerns. 

Since the beginning of this service, we provided groceries to 565
unique individual seniors until the end of November. In total, 1,141
grocery packages have been delivered to seniors through December
31st.  Each grocery package includes culturally appropriate food
items such as rice, varieties of lentils, chickpeas, whole-
wheat/rice/gram flours, vegetable/canola oil, sugar, salt, milk, puffed
rice, vermicelli, semolina, potato, and onion. These items help seniors
maintain good health, food hygiene, nutrition, and for some, manage
an existing chronic disease in such challenging times.

GROCERIES
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571
SENIORS

1,149
GROCERY
PACKAGES



Before the pandemic, our centers were meeting three days
a week at four locations throughout Queens. These regular,
in-person activities of our senior centers continued until
the first week of March 2020, at which point we had to
consider the health risks of our seniors and stop in-person
programming.

We knew it was important to continue to ensure proper
mental and physical health in whatever ways possible.
Within a short span of time and after much brainstorming,
our team decided to offer our senior center programs
through virtual sessions. As such, the virtual sessions
kicked off on March 21st, with 10 seniors in attendance. 

At first the sessions were undifferentiated and did not have
specific topics. Also, most seniors lacked the technological
literacy to access such programming. But very soon, with
rigorous outreach, instruction and troubleshooting by our
team, the technological literacy of seniors dramatically
increased and the number of participants boomed. As a
result, sessions were able to be tailored and provided
based on primary languages of participants, in topics such
as physical well-being, mental well-being and education.

The virtual sessions of India Home can be categorized into
Physical Exercise (Yoga, Meditation and other Physical
Exercises), Creative Aging Programs (Drawing, Painting,
Origami, Drama Class, Cooking and Craft sessions, Etc.)
and Educational Sessions (Health and Nutrition Education,
Public Benefit and Awareness Info Sessions,  and other
informational sessions). 

VIRTUAL
PROGRAMS
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There are 225+ listed members who join our virtual sessions. These
members are predominantly Hindi, Gujarati and Bengali speaking,
though other languages are spoken as well. At the inception of this
program (end of March 2020) there were a total 165 units. From April,
after proper guidance and assistance, the engagement started to
increase, which can be observed through the year (see graph to the
right). The total number of units in April for all sessions was 969 and
jumped to 2245 in August and 2556 in October. The number slightly
decreased in November due to several holidays. A similar trend can be
seen for all individual sessions. The most engagement took place in
physical exercise virtual sessions, with numbers ranging from 733 in
April to 1228 in October and 1148 in November. A sharp increase in
attendance for educational sessions can also be seen with numbers
skyrocketing from 202 in April to 1129 in October 2020.

The increasing number of participants in India Home's virtual sessions
and the seniors' continued attendance in recurring sessions help show
the appropriateness and usefulness of these programs for seniors, who
express regular appreciation of these programs themselves. The age-
friendly physical exercise sessions including yoga, meditation and light
exercise are very important in ensuring proper physical health in a
situation such as the pandemic, in which they can not move freely and
are essentially confined to their homes. Our educational sessions help
ensure that seniors are updated, informed and aware of safety measures
in their native languages and in a culturally competent manner. All these
sessions play a very vital role in safeguarding underprivileged seniors
from social exclusion and mental crisis, while also helping them stay
informed during the tough time of the COVID-19 pandemic.

I M P A C T
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225+
REGULAR
PARTICIPANTS

18,000+
SERVICE UNITS



The large and growing population of South Asian older adults faces a number of barriers to
receiving much needed services, resulting in increased isolation. India Home is one of the few
secular pan-South Asian organizations that provides regular, weekly services to the South
Asian community. We have increased senior center participation rates for South Asians and
set a standard for other community groups that look to learn from our services. Through India
Home’s case management services, we make sure that seniors get access to the resources
that they need. The staff who provide the services are from the communities they serve and
are attuned to the needs of the community’s seniors. They are aware of cultural elements that
might be relevant in providing services to seniors and they are fluent in Bangla, Hindi,
Gujarati, and other South Asian languages spoken by our seniors. The case management
services that India Home provides are tailored to clients' needs. This year, these needs
increased, and so our numbers rapidly increased as well. From January to March 6, 2020, our
case management team provided services in-person and through other traditional mediums.
Since the onset of the pandemic, we transitioned into providing virtual and phone case
management services. With these services, our reach expanded, becoming inclusive for
multiple boroughs and counties. 

The South Asian senior community faces low digital literacy and language barriers which
make it difficult for them to use the technology required to access benefits. Our case
management team helps them with such services remotely. We applied for SNAP, cash
assistance and other public benefits through the phone or the internet. Our seniors are
already at higher risk for social isolation given their low levels of English proficiency and
cultural familiarity.  They need someone to talk to in their native languages. As such, we
provided wellness checkup calls to them to understand their needs in-language. This way
they are able to speak their mind and let us know how we can help them during these difficult
times. Taking into consideration seniors' health and well-being, we started a new service to
provide wellness check-up calls. We call seniors to check on their current situation and how
they are doing at home. We also started virtual sessions of our case management programs so
that seniors are not left alone. Virtual mental health group sessions allow seniors to discuss
issues that they face with fellow seniors and with us. Our social worker helps guide seniors
towards solutions while fellow seniors also provide each other mental support. We also
connected our seniors who are struggling economically with financial support and similar
support services. We were able to provide our clients with referrals to further services
through our partner organizations in the region. We contacted seniors about the COVID-19
pandemic as well through this program. We informed them why it is important to be tested
and counseled them about the importance of quarantining and isolating. We also traced those
who tested positive in order to connect everyone who was associated with them to isolate
themselves.

Our impact was far-reaching this year. With the support of the NYC Department of the Aging,
we provided Farmer’s Market coupons ($20 each) to 208 seniors. With these coupons, the
seniors were able to go to their local farmer’s market and purchase healthy, green vegetables
and other dietary needs according to their needs. We also provided cash money to the seniors
who are financially at risk. Through the GetCoolNYC program, we provided air conditioners
to 67 seniors so that they do not get heat stroke or other health conditions during summer.
Through December 29, 2020, 13,977 wellness check up calls had been made to seniors to
ensure their safety and health during the pandemic. Throughout this year we have
successfully helped 38 seniors to receive SNAP benefits, 32 seniors to receive Cash
Assistance through HRA, and 16 seniors to receive SSI/SSDI benefits. Additionally, we
assisted 21 seniors to obtain health insurance (Medicaid & Medicare) in this time of
uncertainty.

CASE MANAGEMENT
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38
SENIORS

RECEIVED 
SNAP BENEFITS

22,961
SERVICE UNITS

13,977
WELLNESS CHECK-
UP CALLS

1,400+
SENIORS 

32
SENIORS

RECEIVED CASH
ASSISTANCE

THROUGH HRA

21
SENIORS

OBTAINED
INSURANCE

16
SENIORS
RECEIVED
SSA/SSDI
BENEFITS

208
SENIORS

RECEIVED 
FARMERS
MARKET

COUPONS

67
SENIORS RECEIVED 
AIR CONDITIONERS



HEAR FROM OUR SENIORS

Mahmuda Khatun & Eunus Khan  have been a part of India
Home since 2017, when they joined the Desi Senior Center
in Jamaica. They have partaken in India Home's online
programming, which gives them the opportunity to talk and
see others through Zoom sessions. Mr. Khan especially
enjoys the yoga class for exercise, English class and the
creative writing classes. Mrs. Khatun enjoys the social
aspect India Home provided even during the pandemic.
She enjoys different lectures, but the most important thing
for her is that she has made friends to talk to. Mr. Khan &
Mrs. Khatun are extremely grateful for the case
management India Home has offered, through which they
got assistance they needed. Throughout the pandemic, it
was frustrating for them to stay home alone; online
programming helped so much and gave them life to meet
and greet with others.

M A H M U D A  K H A T U N  &
E U N U S  K H A N

Usha Mehta expresses her sincere gratitude to India
Home. She is especially grateful that India Home has
kept her motivated, happy and healthy. She says, "India
Home makes me happy." She appreciates the phone calls
to check in and make sure the seniors are  doing okay. “If
we need anything, they will be there to help us out,” she
says. Usha expresses gratitude for the groceries as well
and says India Home staff's efforts help to ensure that
seniors don’t go into depression. She says, “through [the
Zoom app] we are conducting yoga, art class, computer
classes and fun games...with everyone. That makes us
happy and puts smiles on our faces.”

U S H A  M E H T A
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"We are all passing through an extraordinary, never heard of
strange life for the last few months due to COVID-19 worldwide.
Senior citizens all over are under tremendous challenge to
remain safe and healthy both physically and mentally. India
Home, who runs Desi Senior Centre @ JMC among its notable
activities, tried to make it easier for members to face that
challenge by their various programs like 3 days lunch packets a
week for those seniors who needed most, occasional supplies of
groceries, etc. when outside movement was much restricted for
the seniors for obvious reasons. Regular online physical exercise
and other programs are all designed to keep this most vulnerable
group in good healthy condition. Recently, India Home organized
a quick and easy test of COVID for the seniors. Although credit
goes for all these to the India Home, I will fail in my gratitude if I
don’t mention Selvia Sikder, Program Director of India Home. Ms.
Selvia is the focal point for seniors in every respect. She was very
effective in informing the Bangla speaking community via local
Time Television program about various programs and facilities of
NYC including what must be done during the pandemic. This was
very useful. She is always there to help the senior members with
any issues they bring to her notice. I would also like to mention
young energetic Gourab who consistently works hard to keep the
diverse members of the Desi Senior Centre connected to their
beloved center by arranging online Zoom programs. Once again
thank you India Home for serving the seniors of the community." 

H A R U N U R  B H U Y A N

"India Home’s Selvia helped me in a situation where no
one was there for me as I have language barriers, etc.
The pandemic itself is a tough time but I am not feeling
as if anything negative is happening, as I’m really really
busy participating in activities. Even more busy than life
in previous time! I'm participating in all the sessions,
both Bengali-speaking, and Hindi-speaking. I’ve made
new friends and I’m really enjoying Kavita’s session and
also the Bengali-speaking sessions. I would like to thank
Kavita for her proactive attitude. I want to thank all the
staff who are working really hard to give a hectic-free
life for the seniors. You are all trying so hard to give us a
smooth, nice life for us. Thank you."

S H A M S U N  N A H A R
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Given our growing reach and stance as a trusted
community based organization, we partnered with NYC

H+H and DOHMH through their Test & Trace program to
amplify messaging and get resources to our communities
on COVID-19.  This project has allowed us to reach South

Asians and spread knowledge on the pandemic and its
impact. Our team has gone out into the community and

done outreach as well as prevention work, referring
community members to testing sites and distributing

masks and literature on COVID-19. 

COVID-19 AWARENESS &COVID-19 AWARENESS &
PREVENTION OUTREACHPREVENTION OUTREACH
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Self swab testing site held at India Home's 
Jamaica Estates location

55,000+
MASKS DISTRIBUTED

5,670+
PIECES OF LITERATURE
DISTRIBUTED
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Thank you to our 
Test & Trace Team: 

Shubhra Datta
Shaila Sultana

Jaswinder Bala
Mandeep Saini
Shiyanshi Patel

Kowsik Rasik
Dr. Srinivasa Rao

Our team has given 55,625 masks and distributed 5,670
pieces of literature. This literature informs the community

on details regarding the pandemic as well as social
distancing guidelines and the importance of hand washing.

As part of our outreach, we host in-person events to spread
awareness. Through this project, we have hung 206 posters

and engaged over 10,000 people. In addition, we have
hosted 13 virtual events via Zoom disseminating

information, two of which were faith leader meetings. This
gave the opportunity for South Asian community leaders as

well as faith leaders to share their experiences and to
emphasize COVID-19 safety protocol. It was also a safe

space for community members to ask questions.  We have
also had 3 television features on ITV Gold and Time

Television, and numerous informational virtual lectures and
town halls on the topic. Through these virtual events, we

have reached over 15,000 people. Having given more than
5,470 referrals to test sites, our team is determined to keep

our city informed on the best COVID-19 prevention
practices and the latest information as we move into the
new year. We are confident that together we can get our

community to a place of safety.

10,000+
COMMUNITY MEMBERS
ENGAGED IN-PERSON

5,470+
REFERRALS TO
TESTING SITES



This year, India Home partnered with NYC Census for the first time to spread Census 2020 awareness and
conduct outreach to our communities. Realizing our role in being able to convey accurate messaging on a

crucial procedure for the representation of our community, we embarked on this journey ensuring that hard-
to-reach communities had accurate information on the Census and were guided in completing the form.

CENSUS 2020 OUTREACHCENSUS 2020 OUTREACHCENSUS 2020 OUTREACH
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6,300+
CENSUS COMPLETIONS

24,000+
PEOPLE REACHED
REGARDING CENSUS, 
INCLUDING 1,500 SENIORS

We utilized a variety of methods to reach our communities on the
importance of the Census as 2019 was coming to a close. We held

informational lectures on the Census to our seniors and held social
media campaigns on the Census with our community. However, we
did not expect the curveball of the pandemic to hit, on top of all the

other ways the Census was being put under attack such as the
attempt at a citizenship question. Despite this unanticipated

roadblock, we were determined and  we exceeded our goal of
ensuring 6,000 people completed the 2020 Census. We were able

to educate our communities and guide them in completing the
Census in-language through phonebanking and textbanking, and

also through safe in-person tabling outreach. Through these
methods, we reached over 24,000 people for the Census. 



New York Cares - provides volunteers to teach ESL classes for our seniors

Jewish Community Council of Greater Coney Island (JCCGCI) - pair us with administrative assistance at our
offices

Telugu Literary and Cultural Association (TLCA) - sponsored our home-delivered meals for 2 weeks

Rubin Museum - collaborated with us for annual Diwali program

Queens Borough President’s office - donated masks & fresh direct boxes to India Home, which were
distributed to community members; partnered with India Home for Census outreach

NYU Langone - DREAM Project through which low impact dance workshops encourage fun physical activity
for our seniors

Mayors Office of immigrant Affairs (MOIA) - provided ESL classes (WeSpeak NYC classes)  & Know Your
Rights sessions to India Home seniors

GetCool NYC - DOHMH project through which air conditioners were delivered to low-income seniors 

Farmers Market - coupons provided from NYC Department for the Aging to give seniors access to groceries

SABANY - funder and also supporter for pro bono legal services which we refer our clients to

India Center of Westchester - sponsored grocery deliveries for 50 seniors

P R O G R A M  P A R T N E R S

COLLABORATIONS
Jamaica Muslim Center
Queens Community House
Sunnyside Community Services

C E N T E R  P A R T N E R S

BACDYS 
Shetu NYU
Sapna NYC
Astoria Welfare Society
Halal Diner
Fultoli Mosque

O U T R E A C H  P A R T N E R S
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We express our gratitude for all
our collaborators, including
countless houses of worship

and CBO's who made it
possible for us to fully reach our

communities. 



NYC Department for the Aging
NYC Department for Youth and Community Development 

NYC Census 
New York Community Trust (COVID-19 Relief Fund)
Test & Trace Project (NYC DOHMH)
All of Us Research Program
NYS Census (via Queens Borough President)
SABANY COVID-19 Grant 

We were supported by a number of grants this year to help fund our programs and to
embark on new projects:

Government Discretionary Funding

Foundation/Project Grants

GRANTS
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UPDATES
South Asian Community Home
This year, we closed on our first property
in Jamaica Estates through the support of
the NYC capital grant awarded to us in
Fiscal Year 2019. The 3,300 square feet
space is our first South Asian Community
Home, in which we started up classes and
events in-person before the pandemic. 

South Asian Seniors in NYC - Needs Assessment
Towards the end of 2019 we released our South Asian
Needs Assessment in a comprehensive report, focusing
on the largest sample size (N=683) of this population in
NYC to date.  This year, in collaboration with NYU
Dream Coalition & Dr. Harlem Gunness from St. John's
University, we were able to develop and submit a
manuscript focusing on the mental health needs of this
community based off findings from the needs
assessment.
Read the full report at https://indiahome.org/research-
resources/

https://indiahome.org/research-resources/
https://indiahome.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/India-Home-Needs-Assessment-final.pdf


FINANCIALS
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Please note: financials are not audited.



Aarti Sakhrani
Abeer Hoque
Adalis Mendez Maceda
Adrienne Manning
AgeWell New York
Alomger Hussain 
Amarinder Singh
Amarjot Surdhar
Amit & Deepika Sood
Amrit Lakhumna
Anasuya Nagaraj
Andy Shiwnarain
Anil Sharma
Anju Jhawar
Ankit Jain
Annie Nagaraj
Anwar Subhani
Aparna Parimi
Ashok Tecksingani
Atul Madan
Babu & Rajyasri Bangaru 
Bala & Krish Krishnamurthy
Bhagavati & Pravina Shah
Bharati & Ajar Kochar
Bharati Parikh
Bharati Shah
Bibi Macoon
Chaitanya Rudra
Chandra Jadhwani
Chandrakant Shah
Charu Narasimhan
Costco Wholesale
Deepthi Namini
Dilafroz Ahmed
Dinesh & Kusum Parmar
Divya Vohra 
Eswari & Giri Jagarapu
Geeta Nayyar
Geeta Paranandi
Girish Harwani
Gnanendra Sinha
Halal Diner
Harlem Gunness
Harshna Mehta 
Idris Emerick

Inlight Risk Management LLC
Jay Sheth
Jaya Bahadkar
Jayesh Jyotishi
Jean Leech
Jeyan & Kirubarani Pillai
Kamal Badhey
Kanak Pandya
Karippelil Mathew
Kavita & Nainesh Shah
Kedia Family Foundation
Kowsik Rasik
Krishna & Aruna Polavarapu
Kusum Gandhi
Lakshmi Krishnan
Lalasa Surendranath K Reddy
Latika Sheth
Leela Varma
Madhu Malhotra
Madhuri Kommareddi
Mahendra Shah
Maya Virani
Megan Botta
Memon Association of North America inc
Michael Lencioni
Minaxi & Dinesh Patel
Mona Sharma
Mukund and Padma Mehta
Naga Komalika
Nalini Juthani
Nasim Toppa
Nazrul & Selvia Sikder
Neelam Rani & Ajay Kumar
Neetu & Hemant Jain
Nehru and Sridevi Cherukupalli
Nitin Dhila
Padma Kuppa & Sudhakar Tadepalli
Padmini Aiyer
Payal & Mayur Shah
Prabha Krishnan
Pramodini Mehta
Preeti Dixit Nevatia
Rajanikant & Geeta Ray
Rajeshwara Prasad
Rashmi Bhatt

Rashmikant & Suman Randeria
Ravindra & Sandhya Kumar
Reena & Gagan Gulati
Reeta Prakash
Ryan Budhu
Sanjana Inala
Saroj & Indravadan Shah
Shaaranya Pillai
Shamusun Nahar
Shanthi & Sarat Vadada
Shanthi and Arya Ranasinghe
Shashi & Vidya Gadgil
Shefali Lall
Simone Messer
Sonal Adhav
Sridevi Kalachaveedu
Srilatha Inala
Srinivasa Rao & Vasundhara Kalasapudi
Sudha Desai
Sudha Mehta
Sudhir Jain
Tania Mohammad
Telugu Literary and Cultural Association
Tirumala & Pavani Tipirneni
Usha & Bharat Shah
Usha Dhiren Shah
Usha Mehta
Usha Patel
Usha Shah
Vedangi Brahmbhatt
Venkatesh Raghavendra
Venu Thirumala
Vidyasri Putcha
Zaineb Mohammed

THANK YOU TO OUR 
2020 DONORS!
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 Thank you to Telugu Literary & Cultural Association 
for your donation of $15,000 to sponsor 2 weeks of
groceries for our seniors

We express our gratitude for the donors who chose to remain anonymous as well.
Please excuse us if there are any
accidental omissions or misspellings.



India Home would like to thank you for being by our side as we navigated unprecedented territory and incredibly
challenging times this year. We would like to extend our gratitude for your continuous support for our endeavors
and programs during both the highs and the lows. 

We could not have made it this far without the faith and generosity of community members who believed in us,
and believed in our cause.  Whether it was through the partnership of a community organization, volunteering of
a community member, or donation by a team member, this year showed that we can truly get through anything
and move forward  together.  We cannot express enough our gratitude to have had you all with us each step of
the way. 
 

MOVING FORWARD...
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If you'd like to support us in our initiatives moving forward,
please consider making a donation by visiting
indiahome.org/donate or mail checks to "India Home, Inc." at
178-36 Wexford Terrace, #2C, Jamaica, NY 11432. Your
continued support will allow us to continue offering the
programs and services that we do. 

Once again, thank you for your kindness and generosity and for
your faith in us to continue moving forward, no matter the
circumstance.

http://www.indiahome.org/donate


Main Office: 
178-36 Wexford Terrace, #2C, 
Jamaica, NY 11432

L O C A T I O N

Email: info@indiahome.org

Phone: (917) 288-7600

                                           @indiahomeusa

C O N T A C T

Website: www.indiahome.org

For Program Inquiries, contact: 

Selvia Sikder, Program Director 

(917) 862-0514 - selvia@indiahome.org

M O R E  I N F O

http://www.indiahome.org/

